NOKIA 150
REVIEW BY – JOANNE TIPPETT
The Nokia 150 is a simple phone, which is ideal for just phoning and texting, one extra
is, it does have Snake; Snake Xenzia to be precise!! Those of a certain generation will
remember the hours spent (wasted) playing that iconic game!
The phone weighs a mere 81 grams, including the battery, so it won’t weigh down your
pocket or bag. With all Nokia phones now being chargeable with a Micro-USB cable,
which is located at the top of the phone next to the earphone port. This makes
replacing the charging cable if you accidentally leave it somewhere easily replaceable.
The battery life on this phone is great, with up to 22 hours talk time and a standby time
of up to 31 days. Ideal for keeping in the car for emergencies, if you aren’t a heavy
phone user. If even has 46 hours playback if you are a music lover.
Although this phone has no internet connectivity, it does have some other useful features, such as an
alarm clock, Calendar, FM Radio (earphones required as an aerial), torch, camera (rear facing only),
videos, calculator and of course Bluetooth. These all come in very useful, you’ll be using them more than
you think!
The contact list only allows the input one phone number per contact, but as it can take up to 500 contacts,
then this shouldn’t be an issue.
The built-in storage of this phone is 4MB, and has the potential to be expanded up to a 32GB with a
MicroSD card, which will increase the storage hugely.
The phone screen being an ample 2.4”, and with its 0.3MP camera, you can take photos and videos on
the move, to capture those memorable moments. The quality is good but it isn’t spectacular; if you want
a high megapixel camera on your phone, then this isn’t the phone for you.
This phone is available in both Dual & Single Sim versions, and comes in either black or white.
In conclusion, if you are after a simple phone, just to call and text, then this is the one for you! Enough
functional bells and whistles, but not overloaded as to cause confusion!
With a price tag of just £39.99, it is definitely affordable!

